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Chiefly on Burmese civilization.
This book introduces and defines the burgeoning concepts of transculturalism and essentialism and how they relate to one
another, as articulated with reference to the work of Jørn Utzon. It introduces critical contemporary perspectives of the design
thinking and career of this renowned Danish architect, internationally recognised for his competition-winning, iconic design for the
Sydney Opera House – an outstanding exemplar of transcultural essentialism in architecture. Transcultural essentialism is
analysed through the lens of critical regionalism and architectural phenomenology, with emphasis on the sense of place and
tectonics in Utzon’s architectural works. It provides a new understanding of the Danish architect as an early proponent of a still
emergent and increasingly relevant direction in architecture. Going beyond biographical studies, it presents a more comprehensive
understanding of the broad range of transcultural influences that formed his thinking. The volume includes numerous previously
unpublished photographs, drawings, and interviews with Utzon’s family members, former students, and colleagues, offering a
significant contribution to the existing body of knowledge for any architecture scholar interested in Utzon’s work and design
principles. The book also comprises a Foreword by eminent architecture theorist Juhani Pallasmaa in which he provides insights
into the wider architectural and cultural context of Utzon’s worldview.
Following Italy's unification in 1861, architects, artists, politicians, and literati engaged in volatile debates over the pursuit of
national and regional identity. Growing industrialization and urbanization across the country contrasted with the rediscovery of
traditionally built forms and objects created by the agrarian peasantry. Pride in Modesty argues that these ordinary, often
anonymous, everyday things inspired and transformed Italian art and architecture from the 1920s through the 1970s. Through indepth examinations of texts, drawings, and buildings, Michelangelo Sabatino finds that the folk traditions of the pre-industrial
countryside have provided formal, practical, and poetic inspiration directly affecting both design and construction practices over a
period of sixty years and a number of different political regimes. This surprising continuity allows Sabatino to reject the division of
Italian history into sharply delimited periods such as Fascist Interwar and Democratic Postwar and to instead emphasize the long,
continuous process that transformed pastoral and urban ideals into a new, modernist Italy.
"The premise of the conference was to assess the impact and relevance of contemporary paradigms in architectural research
including substantial developments in technology, public consciousness and economic pressures."--Page 4 of printed paper
wrapper.
Case Study Strategies for Architects and Designers explains methods in evidence-based design, also called practice-based
research, to show you the value of research to your designs. Topics covered pertain to data collection and analysis techniques,
including surveys, interviews, fieldwork, participatory design, occupancy evaluations, and memory sketching. Integrative data
evaluation, theoretical sampling, triangulation, pattern matching logic, and analytical generalization are also discussed. Global
research precedents, exercises, further reading, section summaries, sidebars, more than 30 black and white images and tables
will help you conduct empirical inquiries in real-life contexts.
A collection of the writing of the highly influential architect, Juhani Pallasmaa, presented in short, easily accessible, and condensed
ideas ideal for students Juhani Pallasmaa is one of Finland’s most distinguished architects and architectural thinkers, publishing
around 60 books and several hundred essays and shorter pieces over his career. His influential works have inspired
undergraduate and postgraduate students of architecture and related disciplines for decades. In this compilation of excerpts of his
writing, readers can discover his key concepts and thoughts in one easily accessible, comprehensive volume. Inseminations:
Seeds for Architectural Thought is a delightful collection of thoughtful ideas and compositions that float between academic essay
and philosophical reflection. Wide in scope, it offers entries covering: atmospheres; biophilic beauty; embodied understanding;
imperfection; light and shadow; newness and nowness; nostalgia; phenomenology of architecture; sensory thought; silence; time
and eternity; uncertainty, and much more. Makes the wider work of Pallasmaa accessible to students across the globe, introducing
them to his key concepts and thoughts Exposes students to a broad range of issues on which Pallasmaa has a view Features an
alphabetized structure that makes serendipitous discovery or linking of concepts more likely Presents material in short, condensed
manner that can be easily digested by students Inseminations: Seeds for Architectural Thought will appeal to undergraduate
students in architecture, design, urban studies, and related disciplines worldwide.
Explores contemporary design trends and philosophies and how they are influenced by national cultures, presenting examples from Europe,
Asia, the Middle East, and North America
Critical Regionalism is a notion which gained popularity in architectural debate as a synthesis of universal, 'modern' elements and
individualistic elements derived from local cultures. This book shifts the focus from Critical Regionalism towards a broader concept of
'Transcultural Architecture' and defines Critical Regionalism as a subgroup of the latter. One of the benefits that this change of perspective
brings about is that a large part of the political agenda of Critical Regionalism, which consists of resisting attitudes forged by typically Western
experiences, is 'softened' and negotiated according to premises provided by local circumstances. A further benefit is that several responses
dependent on factors that initial definitions of Critical Regionalism never took into account can now be considered. At the book’s centre is an
analysis of Reima and Raili Pietilä’s Sief Palace Area project in Kuwait. Further cases of modern architecture in China, Korea, and Saudi
Arabia show that the critique, which holds that Critical Regionalism is a typical 'western' exercise, is not sound in all circumstances. The book
argues that there are different Critical Regionalisms and not all of them impose Western paradigms on non-Western cultures. Non-Western
regionalists can also successfully participate in the Western enlightened discourse, even when they do not directly and consciously act
against Western models. Furthermore, the book proposes that a certain 'architectural rationality' can be contained in architecture itself - not
imposed by outside parameters like aesthetics, comfort, or even tradition, but flowing out of a social game of which architecture is a part. The
key concept is that of the 'form of life', as developed by Ludwig Wittgenstein, whose thoughts are here linked to Critical Regionalism. Kenneth
Frampton argues that Critical Regionalism offers something well beyond comfort and accommodation. What he has in mind are ethical
prescripts closely linked to a
Celebrating the centenary of the "Architectural Review", this is a collection of critical writing and historical discourse drawn from the issues
between 1980 and 1995. It includes review articles by distinguished academics, on topics such as postmodernism, High-tech design and
landscape design.
A range of current approaches to architecture are neglected in our contemporary writings on design philosophies. This book argues that the
model of 'function' and the concept of a 'functional building' that we have inherited from the twentieth-century Modernists is limited in scope
and detracts from a full understanding of the purposes served by the built environment. It simply does not cover the range of functions that
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buildings can afford nor is it tied in a conceptually clear manner to our contemporary concepts of architectural theory. Based on Abraham
Maslow's theory of human motivations, and following on from Lang's widely-used text, Creating Architectural Theory: The Role of the
Behavioral Sciences in Environmental Design, Lang and Moleski here propose a new model of functionalism that responds to numerous
observations on the inadequacy of current ways of thinking about functionalism in architecture and urban design. Copiously illustrated, the
book puts forward this model and then goes on to discuss in detail each function of buildings and urban environments.
In this rapidly globalizing world, any investigation of architecture inevitably leads to considerations of regionalism. But despite its
omnipresence in contemporary practice and theory, architectural regionalism remains a fluid concept, its historical development and current
influence largely undocumented. This comprehensive reader brings together over 40 key essays illustrating the full range of ideas embodied
by the term. Authored by important critics, historians, and architects such as Kenneth Frampton, Lewis Mumford, Sigfried Giedion, and Alan
Colquhoun, Architectural Regionalism represents the history of regionalist thinking in architecture from the early twentieth century to today.
This anthology of selected works outlines three critical instigators of architecture, all tied directly to the tectonic makeup of our built
environment – place, material, and assembly. These catalysts provide the organizational framework for a collection of essays discussing their
significant influence on the processes of architectural design and construction. With content from a diverse collection of notable architects,
historians, and scholars, this book serves as a theoretical structure for understanding the tectonic potential of architecture. Each chapter is
thematically driven, consisting of a pair of essays preceded by an introduction highlighting the fundamental issues at hand and comparing
and contrasting the points of view presented. Situate, Manipulate, Fabricate offers an opportunity to explore the essential topics that affect the
design and construction, as well as the experiential qualities, of our built environment.

The Embodied Image: Imagination and Imagery in Architecture Juhani Pallasmaa All artistic and architectural effects are
evoked, mediated and experienced through poeticised images. These images are embodied and lived experiences that
take place in ‘the flesh of the world', becoming part of us, at the same time that we unconsciously project aspects of
ourselves on to a conceived space, object or event. Artistic images have a life and reality of their own and they develop
through unexpected associations rather than rational and causal logic. Images are usually thought of as retinal pictures
but profound poetic images are multi-sensory and they address us in an embodied and emotive manner. Architecture is
usually analysed and taught as a discipline that articulates space and geometry, but the mental impact of architecture
arises significantly from its image quality that integrates the various aspects and dimensions of experience into a
singular, internalised and remembered entity. The material reality is fused with our mental and imaginative realm. The
book is organised into five main parts that look at in turn: the image in contemporary culture; language, thought and the
image; the many faces of the image; the poetic image; and finally the architectural image. The Embodied Image is
illustrated with over sixty images in pairs, which are diverse in subject. They range from scientific images to historic
artistic and architectural masterpieces. Artworks span Michelangelo and Vermeer to Gordon Matta-Clark and architecture
takes in Modern Masters such as Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier and Alvar Aalto, as well as significant contemporary
works by Steven Holl and Daniel Libeskind.
"A balance of sophistication and clarity in the writing, authoritative entries, and strong cross-referencing that links
archtects and structures to entries on the history and theory of the profession make this an especially useful source on a
century of the world's most notable architecture. The contents feature major architects, firms, and professional issues;
buildings, styles, and sites; the architecture of cities and countries; critics and historians; construction, materials, and
planning topics; schools, movements, and stylistic and theoretical terms. Entries include well-selected bibliographies and
illustrations."--"Reference that rocks," American Libraries, May 2005.
"Overview Many of the stunning natural landscapes that bless tropical areas of Asia are now transformed into major
tourist destinations, as showcased in this enticing volume. Combining landscape design and building concepts of simple
materials, consummate craftsmanship, and moods of humor, surprise, and drama, the works are the product of an
intense collaboration between the landscaper architects, Bensley Design Studios, and Bunnag Architects, both firms
based in Bangkok. As shown in lavish photo spreads, each project was guided by a reverence for pristine sites, tropical
climate, and rich cultural heritage. The book also documents techniques employed by both practices in bringing these
tropical paradises from dream to reality."--Publishers description.
This book presents an in-depth critical analysis of the internationally recognized, place-specific works of three Iranian
architects (Nader Ardalan, Kamran Diba and Hossein Amanat) during the 60s and 70s, and their significant contribution
to the emerging anti-modernist discourse.It argues that from the mid-19th century onwards architecture and urban design
in Iran has been oscillated between two extremes of modernity and tradition. Drawing on the theory of ‘critical
regionalism’ (Kenneth Frampton), the book critically analyses writings and works of the above-mentioned architects and
contends that they created a ‘space-in-between’ which unified two extremes of tradition and modernity in a creative way
(Khalq-i Jadid: New Creation). The book also contains three in-depth interviews with architects to discuss their singular
narrative of the creation of ‘in-between’. A concluding chapter addresses the promises of critical regionalist architecture
and urban design in post-Revolutionary Iran as well as the Middle East, where the dichotomy of tradition and modernity is
yet a valid account.
This title, from a well-regarded and established expert, explores the changing relationship between the poetic intentions
and technical means of environmental design in architecture. Working thematically and chronologically from the
eighteenth century to the present day, these essays reach beyond the narrow conventional view of the purely technical to
encompass the poetics of architecture, redefining the historiography of environmental design. Through an assessment of
the works of several leading figures throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Hawkes deftly shows the growth
of environmental awareness and adds a consideration of the qualitative dimension of the environment to the existing,
primarily technological, narratives. Essays on earlier buildings highlight the response of pioneering architects to the 'new'
technologies of mechanical services and their influence on the form of buildings, while the late twentieth-century design is
explored in particular depth to illustrate individual strands of the environmental diversity of modern practice.
Who are the actors feeling compelled to "construct" new identities? How are these new identities in architecture created
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in various parts of the world? And, which are the ingredients borrowed from various historical and ethnic traditions and
other sources? These and other questions are discussed in five case studies from different parts of the world, written by
renowned scholars from Brazil (Ruth Verde Zein), Mexico (Susanne Dussel), Egypt (Khaled Asfour), India (Rahul
Mehrotra), and Singapore (William Lim).
The Living Tradition of Architecture explores the depth of architecture as it takes flesh in the living tradition of building, dwelling and thinking.
This is a timely appraisal of the field by some of its foremost contributors. Beyond modern misconceptions about tradition only relating to
things past and conducive to a historicist vision, the essays in this volume reveal tradition as a living continuity and common ground of
reference for architecture. This collection of essays brings together world-leading scholars, practicing architects and educators, Alberto PérezGómez, Christian Frost, Dagmar Weston, Daniel Libeskind, David Leatherbarrow, Eric Parry, Gabriele Bryant, Joseph Rykwert, Karsten
Harries, Kenneth Frampton, Mari Hvattum, Patrick Lynch, Robin Middleton, Stephen Witherford, and Werner Oechslin, in a single celebratory
publication edited by José de Paiva and dedicated to Dalibor Vesely. This book provides a unique initiative reflecting the group’s
understanding of the contemporary situation, revealing an ongoing debate of central relevance to architecture.
Danish Modern explores the development of mid-century modernist design in Denmark from historical, analytical and theoretical
perspectives. Mark Mussari explores the relationship between Danish design aesthetics and the theoretical and cultural impact of Modernism,
particularly between 1930 and 1960. He considers how Danish designers responded to early Modernist currents: the Stockholm Exhibition of
1930, their rejection of Bauhaus aesthetic demands, their early fealty to wood and materials, and the tension between cabinetmaker craft and
industrial production as it challenged and altered their aesthetic approach. Tracing the theoretical foundations for these developments,
Mussari discusses the writings and works of such figures as Poul Henningsen, Arne Jacobsen, Hans Wegner, Nanna Ditzel, and Finn Juhl.
From Chicago to Toronto to Shanghai, cities around the world have sprouted “iconic” buildings by celebrity architects like Frank Gehry and
Daniel Libeskind that compete for attention both on the skyline and in the media. But in recent years, criticism of these extreme “gestural”
structures, known for their often-exaggerated forms, has been growing. Miles Glendinning’s impassioned polemic, Architecture’s Evil
Empire, looks at how today’s trademark architectural individualism stretches beyond the well-known works and ultimately extends to the
entire built environment. Glendinning examines how the global empire of the current modernism emerged—particularly in relation to the
excesses of global capitalism—and explains its key organizational and architectural features, placing its most influential theorists and
designers in a broader context of history and artistic movements. Arguing against the excesses of iconic architecture, Glendinning advocates
a vision of modern renewal that seeks to remedy the shattered and alienated look he sees in contemporary architecture. Mingling scholarship
with wry humor and a genuine concern for the state of architecture, Architecture’s Evil Empire will raise many heated debates and appeal to
a wide range of readers, from architects to historians, interested in the built environment.
In Lucid Language That Speaks To Laymen And Architects Alike, This Book Provides A History Of Twentieth Century Architecture In India. It
Examines In Detail The Early Influences On Indian Architecture Both Of Movements Like The Bauhaus As Well As Prominent Individuals Like
Habib Rehman, Jawaharlal Nehru, Frank Lloyd Wright And Le Corbusier.
This volume is a passionate scholarly inquiry focused on some of the most pressing issues confronting contemporary architectural practice,
urbanism, and city-making. Presented in the form of conversations with leading architects, urbanists, and internationally renowned
architectural historians and urban thinkers, this concise book reviews and critiques the legacy of Modernism and its impact on global
urbanisation. Timely, thoughtful and thought-provoking, these conversations, conducted by the editor during the last few years, urge the
rejection of some of the most widespread dogmas and often dangerously limiting and misguided intellectual legacies of urban and
architectural thinking. The contributors recommend a search instead for more enlightened architectural practices, urban planning, and citymaking in the new millennium, when environmental problems have become particularly pressing. In this volume, readers will find not only
glimpses into possible urban futures, but a thorough review of what now often appear as the shackles of the not-so-distant Modernist past.
Architectural RegionalismCollected Writings on Place, Identity, Modernity, and TraditionChronicle Books
"The Geographic Region Around the North Pole is a Raw and Exotic Area of Untouched Nature and Inescapable Beauty. Building in this
extremely cold climate requires an advanced degree of ingenuity and resolve. Ecological conditions, including high winds, snowdrifts, and
permafrost, combined with periods of little sunlight present seemingly impossible logistical hurdles for architects. Vernacular buildings have
emerged, but like most indigenous structures they do little more than simply enclose and protect. Recent years have witnessed an explosion
of exceptional new architecture and a new definition of a Northern building - one that is both extraordinarily responsive to place and
aesthetically provocative." "In Modern North: Architecture on the Frozen Edge, author Julie Decker presents thirty-four of the most compelling
and far-ranging possibilities of contemporary architecture in the North. These buildings - located in northern Canada, Scandinavia, and
Alaska - are united in the way they embrace extreme conditions and provide visual stimulation in places that sometimes offer little more than
a whitescape. The book contains innovative structures by both established and up-and-coming architects, including David Chipperfield
Architects, Studio Granda, and Shim-Sutcliffe Architects, as well as essays by Brian Carter, Juhani Pallasmaa, Edwin Crittenden, and Lisa
Rochon that place the projects in the context of a new architectural response to the North."--BOOK JACKET.
Modernism was instrumental in the development of twentieth and twenty-first century Scandinavian architecture, for it captured a progressive,
urbane character that was inextricably associated with, and embraced the social programmes of the Nordic welfare states. Recognized
internationally for its sensitivity and responsiveness to place and locale, and its thoughtful use of materials and refined detailing, Nordic
architecture continues to evolve and explore its modernist roots. This new book covers the romantic and classical architectural foundations of
Nordic modernism; the development of Nordic Functionalism; the maturing and expansion of Nordic modern architecture in the post-war
period; international influences on Scandinavian modernism at the end of the twentieth century and finally, the global and local currents found
in contemporary Nordic architecture. Superbly illustrated with 100 colour images.
This book presents the first detailed mathematical analysis of the social, cognitive and experiential properties of Modernist domestic
architecture. The Modern Movement in architecture, which came to prominence during the first half of the twentieth century, may have been
famous for its functional forms and machine-made aesthetic, but it also sought to challenge the way people inhabit, understand and
experience space. Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s buildings were not only minimalist and transparent, they were designed to subvert traditional
social hierarchies. Frank Lloyd Wright’s organic Modernism not only attempted to negotiate a more responsive relationship between nature
and architecture, but also shape the way people experience space. Richard Neutra’s Californian Modernism is traditionally celebrated for its
sleek, geometric forms, but his intention was to use design to support a heightened understanding of context. Glenn Murcutt’s pristine
pavilions, seemingly the epitome of regional Modernism, actually raise important questions about the socio-spatial structure of architecture.
Rather than focussing on form or style in Modernism, this book examines the spatial, social and experiential properties of thirty-seven designs
by Wright, Mies, Neutra and Murcutt. The computational and mathematical methods used for this purpose are drawn from space syntax,
isovist geometry and graph theory. The specific issues that are examined include: the sensory and emotional appeal of space and form;
shifting social and spatial structures in architectural planning; wayfinding and visual understanding; and the relationship between form and
program.
Published to accompany exhibition held at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, 19/2 19/5 1998.
This is a unique and comprehensive study of the entire span of Finnish architecture in the 20th century. Using comparative critical analysis,
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the author weaves Aalto's contribution into his overview of the evolution of modern Finnish architecture and includes the work of a range of
lesser published figures. It will be of considerable interest to architects, art historians and all those interested in modern Finnish architecture.
First published in 1996, The Eyes of the Skin has become a classic of architectural theory. It asks the far-reaching question why, when there
are five senses, has one single sense – sight – become so predominant in architectural culture and design? With the ascendancy of the
digital and the all-pervasive use of the image electronically, it is a subject that has become all the more pressing and topical since the first
edition’s publication in the mid-1990s. Juhani Pallasmaa argues that the suppression of the other four sensory realms has led to the overall
impoverishment of our built environment, often diminishing the emphasis on the spatial experience of a building and architecture’s ability to
inspire, engage and be wholly life enhancing. For every student studying Pallasmaa’s classic text for the first time, The Eyes of the Skin is a
revelation. It compellingly provides a totally fresh insight into architectural culture. This third edition meets readers’ desire for a further
understanding of the context of Pallasmaa’s thinking by providing a new essay by architectural author and educator Peter MacKeith. This
text combines both a biographical portrait of Pallasmaa and an outline of his architectural thinking, its origins and its relationship to the wider
context of Nordic and European thought, past and present. The focus of the essay is on the fundamental humanity, insight and sensitivity of
Pallasmaa’s approach to architecture, bringing him closer to the reader. This is illustrated by Pallasmaa’s sketches and photographs of his
own work. The new edition also provides a foreword by the internationally renowned architect Steven Holl and a revised introduction by
Pallasmaa himself.
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